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POWERFUL HOTSPOTS
ANIMATED & LIVE PANORAMAS
360° VIDEOS
HIGH QUALITY PHOTO ALBUMS
MAPS, FLOOR PLANS & COMPASS
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EMBEDDED EXTERNAL CONTENT
OFFLINE OR ONLINE TOURS
VR READY
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VIRTUAL TOUR FEATURES
POWERFUL
HOTSPOTS
Hotspots are the essence of a virtual tour. They allow your
audience to click on objects and discover information and
details inside the scene. The actions assigned to a hotspot
are many: Open a pop-up detail image, a 3D model, open a
purchase window, a multifaceted info window, a website,
download a file or play audio, video (360º video and normal
video).

ANIMATED & LIVE
PANORAMAS
Imagine you could click on a person inside a panorama to
make them start moving and talking. That's what an
animated panorama is. As opposed to popping up an info
window, the element itself, be it a person or, starts moving
inside the panorama when being clicked, to explain or
demonstrate from within.
Capture the true spirit of a place. A live panorama
combines several panoramas of the same spot taken at
different times to create a time-lapse 360º interactive show.
The result is breathtaking: while you're having a look
around, you'll see the scenery change and evolve slowly.

360° VIDEOS &
PHOTO ALBUMS
A 360º scenery, but in movement! Just as with panoramas,
you can have hotspots in your 360º videos to explain or
highlight things in your scene.
Use virtual tours in combination with high quality still
photography. Photo albums complement your virtual tour,
much like a catalogue does. Your audience will always love
to flick through the "pretty corners" of your space.

VIRTUAL TOUR FEATURES
MAPS & FLOOR
PLANS
Place maps or floor plans for orientation on top of your
virtual tours. These can be equipped with hotspots, so that
your audience can jump from room to room or even from
floor to floor more quickly. A radar tool indicates at all times
in which direction the user is currently looking.

EMBEDDED
EXTERNAL
CONTENT
Would you like to show a Google Map inside your tour or
allow your audience to access a booking system? No
problem. Apart from media imports into your virtual tour,
we can also embed and pop-up external content: videos
hosted on YouTube, Google maps, booking systems or
external 3D models.

OFFLINE OR
ONLINE TOURS
& VR READY
We can produce your virtual tour in various formats. Publish
"Online" if you want your audience to see your tour on your
website or share it via link or export with a standalone
player to make your tour run offline and locally.
Our Virtual Tours are VR compatible, which means they can
be seen in "standard 360º" and in Virtual Reality. The simple
push of a button will let your audience switch from one
mode to the other.
Create your very own Virtual Reality Experience and share it
as a link, which will play the immersive experience on most
popular VR devices.

VR PRICING
PACKAGES
01

ESSENTIAL
Scenes - max 5 panoramas
Photo Album - max 10 photos
Info Text
Google Maps localization
Standard tour navigation
Watermark

prices starting at

02

250 EUR

ENHANCED
Scenes - max 10 panoramas
Photo Album - max 15
photos
Info Text
Google Maps localization
Standard tour navigation
Branding

prices starting at

03

375 EUR

ENTERPRISE
Scenes - max 20 panoramas
Photo Album - max 25
photos
Info Text
Embedded external content
Google Maps localization
Enhanced tour navigation
Branding

prices starting at

550 EUR

EXTRA:
panoramas, photos, 360°
videos, custom tour skin,
floor plans, hosting service,
travel
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